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When is the last time you called us and tested your alarm system?
Ready to see the additional options we offer?
Have you dropped your landline?
If you have canceled or changed your phone service and you do not have a secondary mean
of communication for your system (via cellular or AES Radio) your alarm system may not be
communicating with our Central Station. To learn more follow our information for testing your
system and call our Central Station, (907)277-1975 before any testing is started.
Ready to do more with your system?
We install systems that offer smart home/office capabilities with cameras,
z-wave automations, smart phone app interactivity, doorbell cameras, locks, lights, thermostats
and more!
Your security consultant can meet with you to do a full system review and provide options
and suggestions. We offer no-pressure, free, consultations!

Request A Quote

Knock Knock...
Summer is here, and it is time for another wave of
door-to-door salespeople. From encyclopedias to
meat to security alarm systems, it seems there is

someone ringing the doorbell throughout the warm
months, hoping to sell you something.
Sometimes these situations are harmless. Sometimes
the sales tactics go way overboard with aggressive
intimidation, dishonesty, and bullying, and could
even be a platform for illegal activity.

Request Service

INTERACTIVE SECURITY!
Verify that your system is
working efficiently for
you, or see about adding
another layer of security
by scheduling an appointment
with a
Guardian Consultant today.

The safest way to handle door-to-door salespeople
is this: be wary. Just because they appear clean-cut
and wear a monogrammed shirt doesn't make them
legitimate. Far too often,
innocent people are being scammed or the home is
actually being cased.
We recommend that you treat each stranger at your
door as just that: a stranger. It is best to
proceed with caution in such cases, knowing that
the person standing in front of you may not
be who they say they are, and may not even have an
verifiable job, with reasonable training or guidelines
for ethics and customer service. Or, their job entails
pressuring you or lying to you to get you to sign a
sales contract.
Every year we hear from our customers who have
had a knock at the door from an out of state alarm
sales company.
If you hear anyone try to make claims about your
Guardian account or your security system
who is not a Guardian representative, be aware of
unfortunate and high pressure sales tactics. We are
proud to explain in detail the excellent products and
services we consistently offer to Alaskans, so if you
have questions about your account, please give us a
call.
As Alaska's only full service security company we
are proud to install, service, monitor, guard and
patrol our Alaskan neighbors.

Alarm Response
with Guardian Security

EMERGENCY
CONTACT LIST UPDATES
Please submit call list changes
directly to our Central Station
team via our Website or Email

Alarm Response is a subscription-based service
that makes sense for many of our business owners
and home owners, particularly those who travel,
who have vacation homes that are unoccupied for
long periods of time, or who have businesses that
have predictable business hours. In all of these
situations, an empty house or vacation residence, or
the office after everyone has gone home for the day
are vulnerable to break-ins and burglaries.

Sending update requests just to
your sales consultant or a single
Guardian employee may slow
down the process if they are on
vacation or unavailable.

One answer to this is the security alarm system, and
should the system go into alarm,
whether you are out of town or home in bed, Alarm
Response provides an on-site check to
your property. Once Guardian receives the alarm
signal, a security guard is sent to physically check
for suspicious activity or appearance. You or your
designated emergency contact will still be called, but
in the meantime, security can asses the situation and
alert proper authorities should further action be
taken.
Speak with a Guardian Security Consultant today to
see if Alarm Response makes sense for you!

Are you ready for smart innovation?
Many of our customers have enjoyed our state-of-the-art security systems, and the peace of
mind they provide, for many years. We at Guardian strive to offer the latest in alarm
system technology, which means we are constantly adding to our inventory and researching
the best the industry has to offer.

However, just because your system has worked well for years doesn't mean it is still the
best thing out there. Did you know we offer systems that provide automated home
operations and smartphone management capabilities? For those whose system is
connected to a land line cellular and radio capabilities are also available.
Did you know your security system can provide more than an alarm that sends
emergency signals to our local Central Station.
If it has been a little while since your system has seen an upgrade, it may be time to explore
the new options. Our consultants are fully current on the latest technology and which
components might help you get more security coverage and more bang for your buck. You
can schedule a free consultation at your earliest convenience.
As always, our goal at Guardian is to keep you as safe as possible. We are happy to provide
a review of your current setup and discuss whether we offer something that will help you get
the most out of your security alarm system. Verify that your system is working efficiently
for you, or see about adding another layer of security by scheduling an appointment with a
Guardian Consultant today.

*TEST YOUR ALARM SYSTEM!
All of us at Guardian are proud to be your neighbor and part of Alaska's only full service security
company. We are here to provide you a positive customer experience and exceptional security.
Whether you are ready to upgrade to the latest and greatest or feel you have the level of security
and innovation needed we recommend you test your alarm system monthly.
If you have questions or need help, please give us a call.
(907)274-5275

Forward to a friend
Join the mailing list

As a locally owned and operated security company we are proud to be
Alaska's ONLY full service security provider. Thank you for being a part of
the Guardian family.
Sincerely,
Danielle Bowman
Guardian Security Systems, Inc.
(907)274-5275

